Abstract—Cost estimation of software projects is a very important activity in software process development for shaping how much effort and time software projects required. Successful software projects depends mainly on an accurate cost estimation which is one of the most critical factors of good management decisions. Accurate cost estimation of software projects is not easy to do because it needs more experience and more knowledge about the nature and key features of projects. Especially as there are many cost estimation models available including algorithmic models, expert judgment model, estimating by analogy, and machine learning models. Saudi Arabia is one of the most outsourced country which has employed some methods for cost estimation. Incorrect cost estimations of projects in software development houses of this country prompted us research about the reasons for this problem. In this study, we concentrated on Saudi Arabia software companies and prepared a questionnaire to collect data with goal of exploring the software cost estimation models and analyzing the reasons which effect on the selection of software cost estimation models or methods in Saudi Arabia software industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, software industries have introduced a significant contribution in many fields in the world, but at the same time they also suffer from some problems due to the high failure rate in software projects development [1]. One of the most important things of this failure is the inaccurate software cost estimation. Software cost estimation is the process of estimating the effort required to build software projects. In the development phase of each software project, managing the time, the effort, and other resources based on the correct cost estimation are key factors to software project success. Based on our experience in software development processes, effort estimation is one of the most important events of software management and one of the most significant reason of software project failures [2,3,4,5,6]. Thus, effort estimation of software processes affects anything in the project from analysis to deployment in order to achieve a high level of customer satisfaction and success in the market. There are many statistics of software project failures show that inaccurate estimation is the main factor of their failures. Also, these statistics and studies indicate the importance of accurate estimation of software [2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11].

At the same time, there are several different techniques of software cost estimation but the most common seven types of these techniques are: Algorithmic Model, Estimation by Analogy, Expert Judgment, Price To Win, Top-Down Estimation, Bottom-Up Estimation, and Machine Learning. Algorithmic Model provides mathematical algorithms which generate a software cost estimation as a major cost driver. Cost driver is a factor that affect the cost of software projects. Most famous algorithmic models are Boehm’s COCOMO, COCOMO II, and Albrecht’s Function Points. Traditional cost estimation model COCOMO has incorporated with the concept of fuzziness of some measurements such as size, mode of development and the cost drivers in an attempt to improve the accuracy of the overall development effort [12]. Also, another method for software cost estimation based on Radial Basis Function Networks has designed to enhance the accuracy of the produced estimates measured [13]. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is one of the most consuming countries for projects and software products in the world as well as that the government has allocated thousands of millions to software production and information technology [14]. The statistics related to Saudi software industry indicate that IT spending was $3.4 billion in 2008 and expected to increase by 9% annually [15]. In contrast, the demand for software products such as banking and others in different sectors in the country becomes more and more. On the other hand, software development industry in KSA is dominated by an extremely large of small and medium size companies. However, it is not clear what the software cost estimation methods are used and whether the accurate methods and knowledge are achieved. To improve the software industry in KSA, we need to identify the current state of use to software cost estimation methods and its impact on the accuracy of software projects pricing which in turn affect the success or failure of software projects. To accomplish that objective, we have built a survey on software cost estimation methods in KSA that measures the extent of the use and adopting of various cost estimation methods. In this paper we will analyze and discuss the results of our survey and the main findings learnt from this survey. Many studies about software cost estimation methods have been done in several countries [16,17,18]. However, the related works to evaluate the software cost estimation in developing countries is very little and almost non-existent. Also, from the literature review, there is no study has been conducted to measure the effect of software cost estimation on success or failure of projects in software industry. Moreover, this study is characterized by giving some guidance to enhance the accuracy of software cost estimation in an attempt to improve the effectiveness of project management and software development process. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. In the next section an investigation of software practices in Saudi Arabia software companies is presented. Research methodology with analysis and results are then shown and discussed in section 3. Our recommendations from this study are discussed in section 4, and a final conclusion is presented in section 5.

II. Investigating of Software Practices in Saudi Arabia Software Industry

In 2012, a study was done on Saudi Arabia software companies concentrating on investigating the state of software engineering practice for software development [19]. This study showed that most of the software companies in Saudi Arabia were private, and few of them were public companies because of the fact that software projects industry is controlled by small companies in this country. According to this study, the percentage of public companies was 36% and private companies was 64% as shown in Figure 1 below.

![Fig. 1. The percentage of software companies in Saudi Arabia country based on [19]](image)

Also, this study showed that most of Saudi Arabia software companies have small teams. This smallness comes from that companies frequently develop projects with small size which do not require large employees, and also the management of small employees is more simple and less expensive [19]. Figure 2 shows that the large companies have more than 200 employees with distribution ratio is 13%, intermediate companies have employees between 50 to less than 200 with distribution ratio is 38%, and small companies have less than 50 employees with distribution ratio is 49%.

![Fig. 2. Employees Scale with distribution ratio of software companies in Saudi Arabia country based on [19]](image)

As well as, this study clarified that most of the companies that use no software development methodology are of small size companies and the rest of these small size companies use the traditional waterfall methodology as the development approach while new developing methodologies such as Structured, RUP, Agile, XP, Customized, and other methodologies were used much more in medium and large companies as shown in Figure 3. In small size companies that do not use any methodology, developers start programming on the fly without any development methodologies. The reasons of do not use any methodology in their opinion are that applying a software development methodology is a difficult task and time consuming. Other reasons were related to increasing the cost, losing the guidance, and lack to experts. Finally, this study stated that the use of software engineering tools categorized by software company size and that the medium and large companies were making good use of these tools. However, this study did not address the methods used to estimate the cost of software projects in Saudi Arabia companies and the relationship between the software cost estimation and project’s failure in these companies.

![Fig. 3. The percentage of development methodologies usage in Saudi Arabia software companies based on [19]](image)

III. Research Methodology

Our research methodology follows the steps of software engineering institute guidelines for building the design of the survey [20]. The steps of this methodology are shown in Figure 4 and given below.

![Fig. 4. Flowchart of research methodology steps](image)

A. Research Objectives Establishment

In this step, we established the research objectives represented in identify the current state of use to software cost estimation methods and its impact on the accuracy of software projects pricing which
in turn affect the success or failure of software projects and does these estimation methods have improvement capabilities of software production in Saudi Arabia software industry.

B. Design of the Survey
We have conducted the questionnaire to collect data about the current software cost estimations methods in Saudi software industry. We used the collected data to assess the accuracy of these methods. However, the survey consists of 18 questions that were selected mainly from [18]. The number of questions was short and; most of the question was close ended in order to get better number of respondents. In this survey we will investigate the following points:

- The accuracy of current cost estimation methods.
- Software cost estimation techniques being used.
- At which software development phases the organizations make cost estimations.
- Reasons of inaccuracy in cost estimation methods being used.

The survey was conducted at the beginning of year 2014. Most of the questionnaires was filled up by project managers or a high skilled software developers. We distributed more than 70 questionnaires. The total of 45 completed responses were acquired and analyzed.

C. Analysis and Discussion of Survey Results
Here, we present the results and findings of the survey. We will start to analyze the current accuracy of cost estimation methods in practice. Then, we will check and discuss software cost estimation methods being used in the involved companies. After that, we will investigate when do organizations usually make cost estimations. Finally, we will analyze and discuss the reasons of inaccuracy in cost estimation methods being used.

1) Accuracy of cost estimation methods in practice
Figure 5 exhibit the cost estimation accuracy of our survey that had conducted in Saudi software industry. We found that the majority (approximately 73%) of the organizations had estimation accuracy between 70-90%, and a small rate (15%) organizations had estimation accuracy less than 70%. Finally, there was very few (almost 11%) organizations got estimation accuracy more than 90%. In the following parts, we will explain why there is a fluctuation in the cost estimation accuracy in Saudi software industry.

2) Software cost estimation methods being used in involved companies
Regarding to our survey result, we can classify the estimation methods into four classes: expert judgment, price-to-win, estimation by analogy and algorithmic model. During the survey, we notify that the majority of the organizations use a combination of two or more methods in single estimation. In Figure 6, usage percentage of each estimation methods have been depicted. According to Figure 6, Expert judgment and price-to-win were most popular methods used in Saudi software industry, with 49% and 40% respectively. In contrast, the least two usage methods were algorithmic model and estimation by analogy, with 6.6% and 4.4% respectively. Based on survey result, we found that using expert judgment or estimation by analogy in combination with algorithmic model such as COCOMO in order to enhance cost estimation accuracy significantly. In contrast, price-to-win method usually lead to very bad estimation. However, organizations use price-to-win methods frequently because there is many competitors. Thus, they use price-to-win in order to create good relationship with customer in hope of getting repeat business.

3) In practice, when do organizations usually make cost estimations?
In this part, we try to know at which software development phases the organizations make cost estimations. In Figure 7, most organizations made cost estimation at early phase of software development lifecycle such as project proposal phase, requirement analysis and feasibility study. For instance, the majority (40%) of organization made cost estimation at the project proposal phase (see Figure 7). Also, Figure 7 show that several organizations made cost estimation at requirement analysis phase, with almost 29%. We found that 22% organizations made cost estimation at feasibility study phase. Finally, it is clear that very few organizations made cost estimation in later phases such as implementation or testing phases, with 9%. We observed from the survey that organizations which do the estimation at early phases have poor accuracy whereas, a better accuracy for organizations that do cost estimations in later phases.
However, making cost estimation at early stages such as project proposal phase has a significant effect on accuracy of cost estimations, because there are many uncertainties and risks about customer requirements. Thus if it is necessary to make cost estimation at early phase, we recommend to take into account the uncertainties and risks.

IV. OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

It is clear that there are many issues that should be considered to improve the accuracy of cost estimation in Saudi software industry. According to our finding of the above survey, we give some recommendations in order to increase the accuracy of software cost estimation as follow:

- Using expert judgment or estimation by analogy in combination with algorithmic model such as COCOMO to improve cost estimation accuracy significantly.
- Reducing the use of price-to-win methods.
- Try to make cost estimation in the late phases in software development lifecycle as far as possible.
- If it is compulsory to make cost estimation at early phase, we recommend to take into account the uncertainties and risks.
- Store and use the cost estimation information of pervious projects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have analyzed and discussed the results of a questionnaire that was conducted in the beginning of year 2014 to examine the use of software cost estimation methods and its impact on the accuracy of software projects pricing based on the data collected from 45 software companies of different cities in Saudi Arabia software industry. From the results, we found that most of the companies use Expert judgment and price-to-win methods in software cost estimation. We also found that algorithmic model and estimation by analogy were less commonly used in software cost estimation. During our study, we recommend if the companies use expert judgment or estimation by analogy with algorithmic model such as COCOMO together then they will achieve high accuracy in cost estimation results compared to the current accuracy. Finally, several reasons of inaccuracy in cost estimation methods with our recommendations have summarized and discussed in this research paper.
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